
Investment Associate – Madrid, Spain 
 

 

Company Profile: 

Frontier Renewables, founded in 2009, is a global investment firm focused on acquiring 
renewable energy projects in all stages of development. The company, which has its roots in 
development, aims to leverage its expertise to deploy capital in an earlier and traditionally 
undercapitalized part of the value chain. 
 
The company, which has successfully developed and sold almost 400 MWp in Europe and the 
U.S., has received approval from the Spanish securities regulator for a new regulated Alternative 
Investment Fund Manager (“AIFM”). The unit, which will be based in Madrid, Spain, will promote, 
launch and manage Alternative Investment Funds (“AIFs”) to acquire renewable energy assets in 
all stages of development. The geographic focus will be Spain and the rest of the European Union. 
 
Frontier Renewables is looking for a talented and experienced Investment Associate with prior 
experience in infrastructure investments or private equity. Ability to work independently in a fast-
paced entrepreneurial environment is a plus.  
 
Description of role and responsibilities: 

The Investment Associate will be a key member of the Investment Team and will be asked to 
regularly present to the Board of Directors (“BOD”) and Investment Committee (“IC”). The 
primary function of the Investment Associate is the following: 

Investment: 
- Originate new investment opportunities and build relationships with renewable energy 

industry participants with the aim of expanding the current investment pipeline. 
- Perform extensive financial analysis of target assets, making sure they meet the return 

and investment criteria of the AIF.  
- Participate in due diligence process, working closely with other Investment Team 

members. 
- Coordinate with outside consultants and advisors (legal, financial, accounting, tax, etc.). 
- Participate in review and negotiation of legal and financing documents. 
- Draft investment memoranda to be presented internally to the BoD and IC. 
- Help arrange and structure project finance for the acquired assets. 
- Work with Investment Team on appropriate exit opportunities for the investments. 

 
Fundraising: 

- Actively participate in the marketing / fundraising process for the company’s AIF(s). 
- Prepare marketing materials including pitch decks and oversee the data room. 
- Analyze and refine the fund model. 
- Benchmark the AIF against other comparable funds in Europe. 
- Help set up the company’s ESG policy and track evolving industry best practice. 

 
Qualification requirements and capabilities: 

Candidates interested in this position should be able to demonstrate: 

- Prior infrastructure fund or private equity experience. 
- Experience in acquiring solar PV projects and structuring project finance is a plus. 
- Degree in Business Administration, Economics, Finance or similar. MBA desirable. 
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- Extensive financial modeling skills and experience in Excel.  
- Highly analytical.  
- Solid project management, leadership, and organizational skills. 
- Entrepreneurial mindset. 
- Strong ability to work collaboratively, creatively and proactively in a small team. 
- Excellent interpersonal, written, and oral communication skills. 
- Proficiency in English and Spanish is a must. Other languages skills are a plus. 

This a full-time position based in Madrid, Spain. 
 
Compensation: 

Competitive base salary and bonus. 


